The following list includes those published items and creative works as submitted by the faculty and staff at IUSB in their Annual Reports for 2002. The list is not intended as a comprehensive list of all works published by IUSB faculty and staff during 2002.

**Arts**

**Michael Lasater**

Exhibitions:
- June 15-August 11, 2002. South Bend Regional Museum of Art, South Bend, Indiana, *Passing Figure*. Solo exhibition.

**Joan Metteli**

Performances:
- November 24, 2002. Solo Faculty Voice Recital: with George Vatchnadze, pianist, performing solo vocal works of Brahms, Poulenc, Bizet, Debussy, Mahler, chamber vocal works of Ned Rorem, with guest artists from Indiana University Bloomington and conductor Wishart Bell; Main Auditorium, Indiana University South Bend campus.
- October 27, 2002. Guest Soprano, singing the vocal chamber work, ARIEL: Five Songs of Sylvia Plath by Ned Rorem with pianist Sally Todd and clarinetist Tasha Dzubay, in the Sylvia Plath 70th Birthday Commemoration Recital, produced by the School of Music, the Office of the Chancellor, the Department of English, and the School of Fine Arts, in Auer Hall, Indiana University Bloomington.
- Guest Soloist, First Church of Christ Scientist, South Bend, Indiana.
- CZECH REPUBLIC (Vycocina Internationa Music Festival): Three Solo Voice Recitals performed with pianist Alice Friedlerova, in Polna (July 11), Telc (July 14), and Jihlava (July 10).

**Biology**

**Peter Bushnell**

Robert K. Pope

Business & Economics

Doug Agbetsiafa

Peter Aghimien

Wayne Bartholomew

Nancy Duncan

Mark Fox
Paul Joray

Beth Kern

Brenda Knowles

Paul Kochanowski

Raj Kohli

Monle Lee

Jamshid Mehran
Fred Naffziger
Naffziger, Fred. _A New Chapter._ _America._ 187:12 17-19 (October 2002).
Naffziger, Fred. _Accreditor s Limits on Work Hours of Residents Will Have a Financial Impact._ _Hoosier Times._ 16: 13-15 (November 2002.).

Steve Norton
Norton, Steve, Yufan Shang, and You mi Xi. ACompetitive Advantage and Information Flow: A Synthesis of Eastern and Western Approaches." Proceedings of Midwest Academy of Management 2002

Bill Schwartz
Schwartz, Bill N. (Ed.) Research on Accounting Ethics, Volume 8. JAI Press. 129 pages. (December 1, 2002).

John Withey

Bruce Wrenn

Chemistry
William Feighery

Computer & Information Science
Michael Scheessele

David Surma

Dana Vrajitoru

Education
Karen Clark

Lisa Dekker

Terri Demmon

Marsha Heck

Randy Isaacson

Valerie Larsen
Judy Lewandowski


Kwadwo Okrah

J. Vincent Peterson

Sara Sage


Kevin Smant

Denise Smith


English
Eileen Bender
Nancy Botkin

Rebecca Brittenham

Joseph Chaney
Chaney, Joseph. "Translation of We Are Imprisoned by Eleodoro Febres." Blue Unicorn. 26:1 25 (October 2002).

Kamila Kinyon
Kinyon, Kamila. _Laughter in Zamiatin's We: Passageways into the Irrational._ Extrapolation. 43:2 201-218 (Summer 2002).

Ken Smith

Frances Sherwood

Foreign Languages
Bridget M. Morgan

General Studies
Paul Joray

History
Patrick Furlong
Margarete Myers Feinstein

Roy Schreiber

Dmitry Shlapentokh

Monica Tetzlaff

Library
Michele C. Russo
Schwartz, Bill N. and Michele C. Russo. AAuditing Accounting Databases, @ Online 26 (1): 36-43 (Jan/Feb 2002).
Russo, Michele C. (Communicate, Consult, and Collaborate, @ an analysis of AHow Do You Manage@ case study, ADefying the Flaws of Physics.@ Library Journal 127(3) :72,74 (March 1, 2002).
Russo, Michele C. and Nancy Wootton Colborn, ASomething for (Almost) Nothing: Public Relations in an Academic Library on a Shoestring Budget@ Library Administration and Management. 138-145 (Summer 2002).

Rosanne Cordell

**Scott Opasik**
Opasik, Scott A. AUsing Microsoft Access and HTML to Produce Browseable Web List@ Information Technologies and Libraries. 21: 127-129 (Summer 2002).

**Nancy Wootton Colborn**
Russo, Michele C. and Nancy Wootton Colborn. ASomething for (Almost) Nothing: Public Relations in an Academic Library on a Shoestring Budget@ Library Administration and Management. 138-145 (Summer 2002).

**Mathematical Sciences**

**Dean Alvis**

**Anne Brown**

**Yi Cheng**

**Michael Darnel**

**Michael Kinyon**
**Morteza Shafii-Mousavi**


**Nursing**

Cynthia Sofhauser


**Philosophy**

Louise Collins


**Physics**

Jerry Hinnefeld


**Ilan Levine**


**Steve Shore**

Shore, Steven N. *The Tapestry of Modern Astrophysics.* John Wiley & Sons; 700 pages. (October 2002)


**Political Science**

**J. Paul Herr**

Neovi Karakatsanis

Psychology
Kevin Ladd

John McIntosh

Carolyn Schult

Social Work
Paul Newcomb


Sociology
Betsy Lucal

Lucal, Betsy. “Review of Rape of the Public Agenda: Feminism and the Politics of Sexual Assault by Maria Bevacqua.” Violence Against Women. 528-532 (April 2002).


Gail McGuire

Daniel Olson


Scott Sernau
Sanders, Jimy, Victor Nee, and Scott Sernau. _Asian Immigrants' Reliance on Social Ties in a Multiethnic Labor Market.” Social Forces 81:1 281-314 (September 2002).
Otis Grant


Doug Singh